
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

Cold Core Group Announces Opening of Branch Office in North Carolina 

New Office Supports Continued Growth and Strong Momentum 

RALEIGH, North Carolina. (November 9, 2022) – Cold Core Group, the parent company of Summit 

Refrigeration and All Temp Refrigeration, recently opened a branch office in Raleigh, North Carolina. Both 

All Temp and Summit are industry-leading industrial refrigeration service providers, with established 

customer relationships and strong market recognition.  The Cold Core Group serves as a platform to 

leverage the collective capabilities of these operating companies to deliver more service, support, and 

resources to its customers.     

This expansion is yet another development to support the continued growth and strong momentum that 

All Temp Refrigeration and Summit Refrigeration have been experiencing. This is the second branch office 

opened this year, as Summit Refrigeration expanded to Louisville, Kentucky back in May. Since its opening 

less than six months ago, the Kentucky branch has experienced tremendous growth and success. The 

Raleigh branch office and surrounding markets share many of the same characteristics that have been 

drivers behind the early and fast success for the Kentucky branch office.  

“Both All Temp and Summit have many long-term customers, with plants and facilities in North Carolina 

and the surrounding areas. For years, those customers have been asking if we could expand to support 

the plants and facilities in this region. Additionally, there is a huge market there – from pharmaceutical 

companies in the research triangle, to food processing plants throughout the region, there is no shortage 

of customers needing industrial refrigeration services.”, stated Brian Joyner, Co-founder of All Temp and 

EVP Business Development of Cold Core Group.   

Through its local presence, and the shared resources of Cold Core Group operating companies, this North 

Carolina office will provide a comprehensive suite of industrial refrigeration capabilities including on-call 

service, maintenance, design, engineering, and construction. To help support the launch of the office, Cold 

Core Group has hired a team of local service technicians and appointed a long-time Summit Refrigeration 

team member and industry veteran, Jeff Bull, as the Branch Manager. 

"This presents a great opportunity for us to continue our impressive growth. We have the right team, 

capabilities, and experience to support current and prospective customers in this region. Our ability to 

share resources between All Temp and Summit as Cold Core operating divisions, is compelling – we have 

really hit the ground running here in North Carolina.”, added Jeff Bull, Branch Manager of the Cold Core 

Group’s North Carolina office.   

This expansion extends the overall reach of the Cold Core Group and its operating companies. With offices 

now in Wisconsin, Iowa, Kentucky, North Carolina and a growing presence in Northwest Arkansas, the 

Cold Core Group has expansive geographic coverage to efficiently support their customers. 
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“The opening of this North Carolina office not only meets a regional need, but also aligns strategically with 

the other Cold Core group locations. Our various office locations, and the respective overlap of service 

areas provides us with tons of synergies resulting in great value for our customers. We have expansive 

presence in both central and eastern United States – all areas with a heavy need for industrial refrigeration 

services. Between All Temp, Summit and the Cold Core Group platform, we are a super-regional provider 

with national reach.”, commented Jim Kopczynski, the CEO of Cold Core Group.  

The Cold Core Group family of operating companies – All Temp Refrigeration and Summit Refrigeration - 

provides the following industrial refrigeration services: 

• Engineering and Design  

• Prefabrication  

• Construction and Installation 

• Service and Maintenance 

• Specialized Consulting including assistance with PSM/RMP programs 

 
For more information, visit coldcoregroup.com 
 
About Cold Core Group, LLC 
The Cold Core Group leverages and shares the collective resources, experience, and capabilities of its 
family of operating companies – All Temp Refrigeration and Summit Refrigeration – to offer 
comprehensive industrial refrigeration solutions to customers nationwide. Collectively, we are one of the 
largest providers in the refrigeration industry. Learn more at coldcoregroup.com or connect with us on 
LinkedIn. 
 

About Summit Refrigeration, LLC 

Summit Refrigeration Group, a Cold Core company, is a leading full-service refrigeration contractor that 
specializes in the design/build and service of industrial refrigeration systems nationwide. For nearly 
twenty years, Summit Refrigeration has provided cost-effective and comprehensive industrial 
refrigeration solutions and services for customers in various industries ranging from food and dairy 
processing to pharmaceuticals and cold storage. Learn more at summitrefrig.com or connect with us on 
LinkedIn and Facebook. 
 
About All Temp Refrigeration, LLC 
Founded in 2007, All Temp Refrigeration, a Cold Core company, is a full-service mechanical contractor 
that specializes in industrial and commercial refrigeration. Headquartered in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, All Temp 
Refrigeration leverages decades of experience and in-house fabrication capabilities to service an extensive 
list of long-term customers in the pharmaceutical, food and dairy processing, and manufacturing 
industries. Learn more at alltempcr.com or connect with us on LinkedIn and Facebook. 
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